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Simplify your global
infrastructure management
with Moaxy.

Client
Griddable.io, now a Salesforce company provides a SaaS Platform for Synchronized Data Integration
for enterprises. The Griddable.io concept was conceived with a vision to create a globally synchronized
enterprise. It is based on a key decision to Build-on vs. Replace traditional databases and develop a new
approach for synchronous data integration.

Context & Challenges
To help its customers with data synchronization
and migration, Griddable.io needed a highly secure
and available infrastructure that could handle
interactions between a mixture of on-premise and
hybrid clouds.
To add to the complexity Griddable needed to
manage multiple locations spread across the globe.
This resulted in a number of challenges for the team
including:
1. Lack of VPN end point for cloud.
2. Managing multiple systems like Cisco Firewall,
Microsoft DLP, Multiple virus & Malware solutions.
Managing these multiple solutions was increasing
the complexity for the Griddable team, not to
mention the expense.

Summary
Griddable.io is a SaaS Platform
for Synchronized Data Integration
for enterprises. It was acquired by
Salesforce in 2019.
They needed to implement a
simple solution to manage their
Global on premise infrastructure
in addition to building a cloud
base high performance grid
infrastructure.
To meet these key considerations
Garvoo proposed a Hyper
Converged Infrastructure (HCI) in
the cloud and on premise MOAXY
solution for all its global locations.

Solution
Rather than building and managing their
computing infrastructure and data centers,
Griddable choose MOAXY appliance. With
a subscription based model and no initial
investments, the highly secure and robust
infrastructure supports its application
and enables it to synchronize data across
multiple on-premise and hybrid clouds.

Managed Security by implementing DLP, phishing,
malware & virus protection, managed firewall & UTM
gateways (Unified Threat Management).
Secure Connectivity including enterprise/ cloud VPN,
wifi, load balancing, SD WAN and visibility plus control
of network traffic.
Access and authorization control using ACLs and
policies.

Garvoo’s MOAXY (Mother of All proXYies)
solution is designed to address this
challenge. It provided an on premise
solution in a single box to address:-
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Internet

While I managed a very complex IT infrastructure, I only had
one number to call for support. It simplified my life.
VP of Engineering, Griddable (Acquired by Salesforce
in 2019)

Benefits & Outcomes
The appliance is provided with subscription
pricing, eliminating the need to procure & set
up separate servers and licenses for managing
these different aspects. Griddable realized the
following benefits as a result of this:
Fully managed cloud IT environment with
Zero CapEx
Deployed in hours, not days/weeks
Managed Security
Secure Connectivity
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